
Choose ABVV-Metaal
The next social elections will be taking place between 13-26 May 2024. They are especially important, as they will have 
consequences for the place where you spend a large proportion of your time - your workplace. They will be held like normal 
elections - with election campaigns, voting booths, red pencils and electronic voting.

However, only a powerful team can excel. Only a powerful team can defend the rights of workers and achieve great things! Our 
experienced candidates and enthusiastic new candidates will make it their task to ensure your company is managed effectively 
over the next 4 years.

Our candidates are ready and committed to:
• Health and safety in the workplace and our society
• Protecting purchasing power for employees and their families
• Putting an end to precarious work
• Decent jobs and job security
• Humane pensions and retirement ages

It is your democratic right to vote.  
Take advantage of it!

You are not permitted to vote for different lists. This means you should only vote for List 3. If you vote for more candidates than the number 
of available mandates, your vote will be considered a full list vote. At the same time, you are not permitted to shade outside the boxes inside 
the lists or write anything on the voting slip. This would make your vote invalid.

Why vote for ABVV-Metaal?
1. Because ABVV-Metaal practices what it 

preaches: it defends workers. We negotiate when 
we can and fight when we have to.

2. Because ABVV-Metaal does not accept the 
inevitable without reacting. 
Protecting jobs is its only real social plan.

3. Because ABVV-Metaal looks ahead. This is why 
ABVV-Metaal is pushing for the sustainable and 
future-orientated management of industry.

There are two ways of voting:
A list vote or top box vote: 
if you agree with the order of succession shown on the list

A preferential vote or individual candidate 
vote: if you wish to indicate your preferred candidate

WWW.ABVVMETAAL.BE    

33 Peeters Marianne F ●
Claeys Jan H ●
Van Eeckhout Karel H ●
Farzana Fatima F ●
Claus Nico H ●

3 Peeters Marianne F ●
Claeys Jan H ●
Van Eeckhout Karel H ●
Farzana Fatima F ●
Claus Nico H ●
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